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Aureoli, Petrus
While traditionally Petrus Aureoli (ca. 1280–1322)
was regarded as a precursor of William of Ockham,
recent scholarship has emphasized the French Fran-
ciscan’s originality (Nielsen 1999) focusing on his
commentary on the Sentences that he lectured 1316–
18 in Paris. However, Aureoli’s biblical works, most
of them dating from his years as magister regens at
Paris (1318–20), recently have not gained so much
attention as they did in medieval and early modern
times, when his Compendium sensus litteralis totius sa-
crae scripturae was comparatively widespread (RBMA
4 and 9.1, no. 6422 lists 65 mss. besides a consider-
able number of printed editions). Still in a prefaced
letter to the edition Strasbourg 1514 the humanist
Jakob Wimpfeling recommends the Compendium to
Johann Eck as a commentary that meets high intel-
lectual demands (Aureoli 1514: 1v). This assessment
corresponds to Aureoli’s conviction that the theo-
logical content of the bible is to be grasped mainly
by dialectical and rhetorical means. Referring to
Augustine and Cicero Aureoli divides the biblical
canon into eight parts using as a guiding principle
the rhetoric of each book’s doctrine (modus docendi
politice, historice, poetice, disputative, prophetice, ethice,
affirmative, destinative) (Aureoli 1896: 28–29).The
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doctrine itself is then exposed in a syllogistic man-
ner, while the exact number and style of the syllo-
gisms depend on the integrity and shape of the re-
spective book. Accordingly, John is limited to only
one syllogism proving that Jesus was truly the son
of God (232). Isaiah on the other hand is divided in
two rhetorical parts, for it contains two major top-
ics that are treated in different modes throughout
the whole book (118).

Aureoli focuses his exposition on the text’s lit-
eral sense, but does not grant biblical exegesis any
outstanding significance compared to other parts of
theology. Rather, he considers the biblical doc-
trines, just as every theological doctrine, an elucida-
tion of the articles of faith (Aureoli 1952–56: 314).
Therefore, by studying a biblical book one grasps
the respective author’s doctrine, instead of getting
acquainted with God immediately (150).

Aside from the Compendium, six further exegeti-
cal works are handed down to us, their authenticity
being partly disputed (RBMA 4: 231–35). Those
works line up Aureoli’s exegesis with its historical
context, their scope being partly allegoric or follow-
ing the conventional paths of contemporary exege-
sis.
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